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CALCULATION DETAILS

Irreducible representations are calculated by the open
source code in Ref. [1] with conventions following the
BCS server [2]. After obtaining the second-rank tensor of force constants by the Vienna ab initio simulation
package (VASP)[3], a standard Fourier transformation is
applied to get the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, which
are used to calculate the phonon dispersion. An energy
difference of 10−4 meV is set to search for band crossings. Two endless nodal lines are found in the Brillouin
zone. Berry phase and surface states are calculated by
open source package WannierTools [4], which verifies the
existence of PT -protected nodal lines.
The dynamic structure factor, S DF P T (Q, ω), of MoB2
is calculated using Eq. 3 and 4 in the main text. The
Debye-Waller factor is omitted from Eq. 4 of the main
text as it plays a minor role in the relative mode intensity [5, 6]. It should be noted that the phonon DSF is
a function of total momentum transfer, Q, not the reduced momentum, q = Q − τ , where τ is the reciprocal
lattice vector. Therefore, the DSF is inequivalent in different Brillouin zones. A direct comparison of the phonon
dispersion and S DF P T (Q, ω) along the (7,7,7)→(8,8,8),
(7,7,7)→(7,7.5, 6.5) and (7.5,7.5,7.5)→(7.5,8,7) directions is shown in Fig. S1.

The phonon surface states of MoB2 are calculated by
the Green’s function method that is widely used in calculating the surface states of topological materials [4, 7, 8].
Here we provide more details about this method. We first
perform first principles calculations to obtain the secondorder rank tensor of force constants. Then, we construct
a semi-infinite 3D slab model with an explicit surface,
for example the [010] surface in our paper. The top-layer
Green’s function of the semi-infinite model can thus be

derived from the force constants by iterative method. Finally, we take the imaginary part of the top-layer Green’s
function as the local density of states (LDOS). LDOS obtained by this method contains modes that are unique to
the surface and modes that are related to bulk modes.
CRYSTAL STRUCTURE

Figure S2 shows x-ray diffraction (XRD) data of powder MoB2 at room temperature. The structure refinement (red curve) gives a=b=3.013 Å, c=20.960 Å and is
consistent with space group No. 166 [9, 10].

Space group No. 191 is observed for several transition
metal diborides such as MgB2 and ZrB2 . As a check we
calculated the phonon spectra of MoB2 with space group
No. 191. Fig. S3 shows the calculated result, which contains negative modes corresponding an unstable ground
state. Moreover, the phonon dispersion at positive energy is very different from our experimental data shown
in the main text. We therefore conclude space group
No.191 is not a stable ground state of MoB2 . Interestingly, our phonon spectra calculation of MgB2 with space
group No. 191 show topological nodal lines. However, in
this case, the nodal lines are protected by crystal symmetries not the PT symmetry. In addition, the topological
surface states of MgB2 overlap with the bulk states [11]
and may not be as robust as the surface states in MoB2 .
Finally, we note that beside inelastic x-ray scattering, the phonon spectrum near the zone center can be
measured by Raman and infrared spectroscopy. The full
phonon dispersion can, in principle, be measured by inelastic neutron scattering (INS). However, since boron in
its natural abundance includes a large fraction of 10 B,
which is known to be a strong neutron absorber, isotopically pure 11 B would be needed for INS measurements.
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Figure S1.
Experimental resolution-convoluted S DF P T (Q, ω) along the (7,7,7)→(8,8,8),
(7.5,7.5,7.5)→(7.5,8,7) directions are shown in (a)-(c). Blue curves are phonon dispersions.
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Figure S2. Powder XRD of MoB2 measured with Cu Kα
(λ=0.15406 nm) radiation. The red curve is the calculated
XRD intensity. The cyan curve shows the difference between
the raw data (“+” mark) and the calculated intensity.

Nodal lines

Figure S4. (a) Diagnosing procedure for topological nodallines near 95 meV in MoB2 . (b-c) show the side view and
top view (along the [111] direction) of the nodal-lines, respectively.
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The phonon dynamic strucure factor, S(Q, ω), is related to the imaginary part of the phonon susceptibility,
χ00 (Q, ω), via the thermal Bose-factor as:
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Figure S3. Calculated phonon dispersion of MoB2 with space
group No. 191.

(1)

All IXS data that we show in the main text has been
converted from S(Q, ω) to χ00 (Q, ω) through Eq. 1.
Following the fitting procedure of former studies [5, 12],
the data is fitted using a sum of the signals from different
phonon modes and convoluted with the energy resolution
function R(ω). Here R(ω) is found to be well described
by a pseudo-Voight function
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We also include a constant offset Ic in our fitting routine, such that
X
χ00 (Q, ω) =
χ00i (Q, ω) ∗ R(ω) + Ic .
(3)
i

Here phonon modes are represented by the damped harmonic oscillator form [13]
χ00i (Q, ω) =

π [(ω 2

4Ai γi ωωi
.
− ωi2 )2 + 4ω 2 γi2 ]

the (1112) indicator, we find that there will be 2 mod
4 nodal lines in the BZ along the [111] direction. Each
nodal line shown in Fig. S4b carries a π Berry phase,
and are robust against small perturbations that do not
break PT symmetry. More detailed phonon calculations
confirm that MoB2 has two nodal lines. The 95 meV
nodal-line paths are shown in Fig. S4(c) as red and blue
curves.
It is worth to note that the 95 meV nodal-line is also
helical along the [111] direction. However, its in-plane
variation is significantly smaller than the 30 meV nodallines.

(4)

where Ai , ωi and 2γi are the intensity, energy and full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of phonon peak i at
the measured momentum transfer, Q. In all our fittings,
the γi is found to be much smaller than the instrumental
energy resolution, ∆E ∼ 1.5 meV, therefore all fitted
peaks are essentially resolution limited.
The number of phonon peaks used in our fittings are
based on the resolution-convoluted S DF P T (Q, ω) shown
in Fig. 3 of the main text.
We shall note that in principle the 95 meV nodal-lines
can also be probed by IXS. However, since the 95 meV
nodal-line is dominated by B-vibrations, following Eq. 3
and 4 in the main text, the IXS intensity near the 95 meV
nodal-line is about 20 times weaker than that of the
30 meV nodal-lines, which is mainly composed of Movibrations. In practice, measurement of the 95 meV
modes requires 40 minutes per point in the energy scans
at constant momentum transfer Q, and hence cannot be
accomplished with limited beamtime.
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To find out the z2 index and the topological nature
of band crossings around 95 meV in MoB2 , we use the
method shown in Fig. S4 (a). We first obtain the symmetry data (irreducible representations of the high symmetry points Γ, T , F and L) by DFPT theory [14–16] and
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